Terra Glaze®

acrylic polymer terrazzo seal

Terra Glaze is a one coat acrylic polymer seal developed exclusively for terrazzo flooring. It is 25% solids and leaves terrazzo with a high gloss in just one fast drying, durable coat.
PROTECTS TERRAZZO:
While the natural terrazzo surface is highly polished, due to the porosity of the cement ingredient, a sealer is required to protect the floor from penetration of spills, wear, tear, and damage from heavy traffic. Terra Glaze was developed to fill these specific maintenance requirements and offers a number of unique features and benefits:

HIGH GLOSS/HIGH SOLIDS:
A 25% solids metal interlock formulation, Terra Glaze conditions, seals, and protects the natural beauty of terrazzo. Terra Glaze produces a gloss normally only achieved with two or three coats of ordinary non-resilient seals.

DURABLE:
The backbone of the Terra Glaze formulation is a controlled blend of monomers which enhance both the cohesive strength of the finish and its ability to adhere to the substrate. Once applied, Terra Glaze becomes a hard, tough seal that combats terrazzo's inherent susceptibility to damage and deterioration due to abrasion, scratching, scuffing, and wear.

LOW BUDGET MAINTENANCE:
Since the initial installation cost of terrazzo is high when compared with most floorings, there is great interest in low budget maintenance programs which will maintain the beauty of terrazzo while extending its life span. Terra Glaze saves the extensive time and labor usually associated with the maintenance of a terrazzo surface. The formula's quick drying features reduce costly downtime and inconvenience, resulting in labor savings.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE:
Some individuals may be sensitive to ingredients in this product. Before using, read product label and MSD sheet. Wet floors may be slippery. Prevent pedestrian traffic with signs or barricades.

1. Before applying Terra Glaze make certain the floor is clean and dry. Loose dirt, stripper residue, or dampness will keep Terra Glaze from penetrating and bonding to the floor.

2. When sealing larger areas, use of common wax applicators such as rayon mops, blended mops, or flat mopping systems can be used for applying Terra Glaze.

3. Pour Terra Glaze into a lined mop bucket with wringer.

4. Saturate the clean mop with Terra Glaze and wring out the lower half or two thirds until it no longer drips.

5. Apply Terra Glaze by keeping the moist mop head flat on the floor. The tail of the mop will spread the Terra Glaze uniformly.

6. Resaturate the mop frequently so that the Terra Glaze will not spread too thinly or set up too quickly.

7. If the mop becomes dry it will cause streaking.

8. In ideal weather conditions, Terra Glaze should dry within 20 to 30 minutes. After it is dry to the touch, a second coat of Terra Glaze may be applied using a clean finish applicator of your choice. Subsequent coats of Terra Glaze or other Spartan approved floor finishes may be applied for additional coats of protection on your floor.

9. Never use the Terra Glaze mop head for applying one of Spartan's floor finishes.

Be sure to read all Directions, Precautionary and First Aid Statements on product labels before use of this or any Spartan product. If questions remain, consult your employer or a physician. Material Safety Data Sheets for all Spartan products are available from your authorized Spartan distributor or by visiting www.spartanchemical.com.

SPECIFICATIONS:
Total Solids – 32.5%
Non-Volatile solids – 25.0%

Stability:
a. Storage @ 24oC/75oF - One year minimum
b. Accelerated @ 52oC/125oF - 60 days minimum
c. Freeze/Thaw - Can withstand three cycles Static coefficient of friction meets or exceeds 0.5 as determined by the ASTM method D2047.

COVERAGE:
Up to 3,000 square feet per gallon depending on application method and porosity of floor.

PACKAGING:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>581065</td>
<td>330-gallon totes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>581055</td>
<td>55-gallon drum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>581030</td>
<td>30-gallon drum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>581015</td>
<td>15-gallon drum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>581005</td>
<td>5-gallon pail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>581004</td>
<td>1-gallon (4 per case)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Label copy is available in English, Spanish, and French. Secondary labels are also available.

GUARANTEE: Spartan’s modern manufacturing and laboratory control insure uniform quality. If dissatisfied with performance of product, any unused portion may be returned for credit within one year of the date of manufacture. Use product as directed and read all precautionary statements.